In this work, a cross-validation procedure is used to identify an appropriate Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average model and an appropriate state space model for a time series. A minimum size for the training set is specified. The procedure is based on one-step forecasts and uses different training sets, each containing one more observation than the previous one. All possible state space models and all ARIMA models where the orders are allowed to range reasonably are fitted considering raw data and log-transformed data with regular differencing (up to second order differences) and, if the time series is seasonal, seasonal differencing (up to first order differences). The value of root mean squared error for each model is calculated averaging the one-step forecasts obtained. The model which has the lowest root mean squared error value and passes the Ljung-Box test using all of the available data with a reasonable significance level is selected among all the ARIMA and state space models considered. The procedure is exemplified in this paper with a case study of retail sales of different categories of women's footwear from a Portuguese retailer, and its accuracy is compared with three reliable forecasting approaches. The results show that our procedure consistently forecasts more accurately than the other approaches and the improvements in the accuracy are significant.
Introduction
Time series often exhibit strong trends and seasonal variations presenting challenges in developing effective forecasting models. How to effectively model time series in order to improve the quality of forecasts is still an outstanding question. State space and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models are the two most widely-used approaches to time series forecasting, and provide complementary methodologies to the problem. While exponential smoothing methods are based on a description of trends and seasonality in the data [1] [2] [3] , ARIMA models aim to describe the autocorrelations in the data [4] [5] [6] [7] . The ARIMA forecasting framework, originally developed by Box et al. [8] , involves an iterative three-stage process of model selection, parameter estimation and model checking. A statistical framework for exponential smoothing methods was recently developed based on state space models called ETS (Error, Trend and Seasonality) models [9] . Identifying the proper autocorrelation structure of a time series is not an easy task in ARIMA modeling [10] . Identifying an appropriate state space model for a time series can also be difficult. However, the usual forecast accuracy measures can be used for identifying a model provided the errors are computed from data in a test set that were not used for model estimation. In this work, a cross-validation procedure is used to identify an appropriate state space model and an appropriate ARIMA model for a time series. The data are split into a training set and a test set. The training set is used for estimating the model and the test set is used to measure how well the model is likely to forecast on new data. This approach is exemplified in the paper with a case study of retail sales time series of different categories of women's footwear from a Portuguese retailer that, by exhibiting complex patterns, present challenges in developing effective forecasting models. Sales forecasting is one of the most important issues that is beyond all strategic and planning decisions in any retail business. The importance of accurate sales forecasts to efficient inventory management at both disaggregate and aggregate levels has long been recognized [11] . Aggregate time series are usually preferred because they contain both trends and seasonal patterns, providing a good testing ground for developing forecasting methods, and because companies can benefit from more accurate forecasts. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief description of the state space models and the ARIMA models and also introduces the usual forecast error measures. Section 3 describes in detail the steps of the model identification procedure and Section 4 presents the results of its application to a case study of retail sales of different categories of women's footwear. Finally, Section 5 offers the concluding remarks.
Forecasting Models

State Space Models
Exponential smoothing methods have been used with success to generate easily reliable forecasts for a wide range of time series since the 1950s [12] . In these methods, forecasts are calculated using weighted averages where the weights decrease exponentially as observations come from further in the past-the smallest weights are associated with the oldest observations. The most common representation of these methods is the component form. For illustration, denoting the time series by y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n and the forecast of y t+h , based on all of the data up to time t, byŷ t+h|t , the component form for the method (A, A) is [13, 14] :
where m denotes the period of the seasonality, l t denotes an estimate of the level (or the smoothed value) of the series at time t, b t denotes an estimate of the trend (slope) of the series at time t, s t denotes an estimate of the seasonality of the series at time t andŷ t+h|t denotes the point forecast for h periods ahead where h + m = (h − 1) mod m + 1 (which ensures that the estimates of the seasonal indices used for forecasting come from the final year of the sample (the notation u means the largest integer not greater than u). The initial states l 0 , b 0 , s 1−m , . . . , s 0 and the smoothing parameters α, β * , γ are estimated from the observed data. The smoothing parameters α, β * , γ are constrained between 0 and 1 so that the equations can be interpreted as weighted averages. Details about all of the other methods may be found in Makridakis et al. [13] . To be able to generate prediction (or forecast) intervals and other properties, Hyndman et al. [9] (amongst others) developed a statistical framework for all exponential smoothing methods. In this statistical framework, each stochastic model, referred to as a state space model, consists of a measurement (or observation) equation that describes the observed data, and state (or transition) equations that describe how the unobserved components or states (level, trend, seasonal) change over time. For each exponential smoothing method, Hyndman et al. [9] describe two possible state space models, one corresponding to a model with additive random errors and the other corresponding to a model with multiplicative random errors, giving a total of 30 potential models. To distinguish the models with additive and multiplicative errors, an extra letter E was added: the triplet of letters (E, T, S) refers to the three components: "Error", "Trend" and "Seasonality". The notation ETS(, , ) helps in remembering the order in which the components are specified. For illustration, the equations of the model ETS(A, A, A) (additive Holt-Winters' method with additive errors) are [15] :
and the equations of the model ETS(M, A, A) (additive Holt-Winters' method with multiplicative errors) are [15] :
where
and ε t is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process with variance σ 2 . Equations (5) and (9) are the measurement equations and Equations (6)- (8) and (10)- (12) are the state equations. The measurement equation shows the relationship between the observations and the unobserved states. The transition equation shows the evolution of the state through time. It should be emphasized that these models generate optimal forecasts for all exponential smoothing methods and provide an easy way to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters (for more details about how to estimate the smoothing parameters and the initial states by maximizing the likelihood function, see pp. 68-69 [9] ).
After identifying an appropriate model, we have to check whether the residuals are statistically insignificant which can be done through a Portmanteau test. According to [16] , the most accurate Portmanteau test is the Ljung-Box test. The Ljung-Box test tests whether the first k autocorrelations of the residuals are significantly different from what would be expected from a white noise process. The null-hypothesis is that those first k autocorrelations are null, so large p-values are indicative that the residuals are not distinguishable from a white noise series. Using the usual significance level of 5%, a model passes a Ljung-Box test if the p-value is greater than 0.05 [17] . If the model fails the Ljung-Box test, another one should be tried; otherwise, forecasts can be calculated.
ARIMA Models
ARIMA is one of the most versatile linear models for forecasting seasonal time series. It has enjoyed great success in both academic research and industrial applications during the last three decades. The class of ARIMA models is broad. It can represent many different types of stochastic seasonal and nonseasonal time series such as pure autoregressive (AR), pure moving average (MA), and mixed AR and MA processes. The theory of ARIMA models has been developed by many researchers and its wide application was due to the work by Box et al. [8] who developed a systematic and practical model building method. Through an iterative three-step model building process-model identification, parameter estimation and model diagnosis-the Box-Jenkins methodology has been proven to be an effective practical time series modeling approach. The multiplicative seasonal ARIMA model, denoted as ARIMA(p, d, q) × (P, D, Q) m , has the following form [18] :
and m is the seasonal frequency, B is the backward shift operator, d is the degree of ordinary differencing, and D is the degree of seasonal differencing, φ p (B) and θ q (B) are the regular autoregressive and moving average polynomials of orders p and q, respectively, Φ P (B m ) and Θ Q (B m ) are the seasonal autoregressive and moving average polynomials of orders P and Q,
process and ε t is a zero mean Gaussian white noise process with variance σ 2 . The roots of the polynomials φ p (B), Φ P (B m ), θ q (B) and Θ Q (B m ) should lie outside a unit circle to ensure causality and invertibility [19] . For d + D ≥ 2, c = 0 is usually assumed because a quadratic or a higher order trend in the forecast function is particularly dangerous. The ARIMA models are useful in describing stationary time series. Although many time series are nonstationary, they can be reduced to stationary time series by taking proper degrees of differencing (regular and seasonal) and making mathematical transformations [20] . The main task in ARIMA forecasting is selecting an appropriate model order, which are the values of p, q, P, Q, d and D. Usually, the following steps are used to manually identify a tentative model [20] : (1) plot the time series, identify any unusual observations and choose the proper variance-stabilizing transformation. A series with nonconstant variance often needs a logarithm transformation. Often, more generally to stabilize the variance, a Box-Cox transformation may be applied; (2) compute and examine the sample ACF (autocorrelation function) and the sample PACF (partial autocorrelation function) of the transformed data (if a transformation was necessary) or of the original data to further confirm a necessary degree of differencing (d and D) so that the differenced series is stationary. Because variance-stabilizing transformations such as the Box-Cox transformations require positive values and differencing may create some negative values, variance-stabilizing transformations should always be applied before taking differences. If the data have a strong seasonal pattern, it is recommend that seasonal differencing be done first because sometimes the resulting series will be stationary and there will be no need for a further first difference. If first differencing is done first, there will still be seasonality present; and (3) compute and examine the sample ACF and sample PACF of the properly transformed and differenced series to identify the orders of p, q, P and Q by matching the patterns in the sample ACF and PACF with the theoretical patterns of known models. After identifying a tentative model, the next step is to estimate the parameters and check whether the residuals are statistically insignificant, which can be done using the procedure described in Section 2.1. If the model fails the Ljung-Box test, another one should be tried; otherwise, forecasts can be calculated.
Forecast Error Measures
To check the accuracy of a forecasting model, we usually split the data set (y 1 , . . . , y T ) into a training set (y 1 , . . . , y N ) and a test set (y N+1 , . . . , y T ). Then, we estimate the parameters of the model using the training set and use it to forecast the next T − N observations. The forecast errors are the difference between the actual values in the test set and the forecasts produced:
The most commonly used scale-dependent error measures are the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean squared error (RMSE) defined as follows:
When comparing the performance of forecast models on a single data set, the MAE is interesting, as it is easy to understand, but the RMSE is more valuable as is more sensitive than other measures to the occasional large error (the squaring process gives disproportionate weight to very large errors). There is no absolute criterion for a 'good' value of RMSE or MAE: it depends on the units in which the variable is measured and on the degree of forecasting accuracy, as measured in those units, which is sought in a particular application. Percentage errors have the advantage of being scale-independent, and so are frequently used to compare forecast performance between different data sets. The most commonly used measure is the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) defined as follows:
Measures based on percentage errors have the disadvantage of being infinite or undefined if y t = 0 and having extreme values when y t is close to zero. Scaled errors can be used as an alternative to percentage errors when the purpose is to compare the forecast accuracy of time series on different scales [21] . A scaled error is given by (y t −ŷ t )/Q, where Q is a scaling statistic computed on the training set. Q can be defined as the MAE of naïve forecasts for nonseasonal time series:
and as the MAE of seasonal naïve forecasts for seasonal time series:
(y t −ŷ t )/Q being independent of the scale of the data. Then, the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) is defined as follows:
When comparing several forecasting methods, the accuracy measures frequently lead to different results as to which forecast method is best.
Model Identification
As demonstrated in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, finding appropriate state space and ARIMA models for a time series is not an easy task. Both forecast methodologies are subjective and usually difficult to apply. In this research work, the challenge was to specify a procedure to identify an appropriate state space and an appropriate ARIMA model for a time series. The sample ACFs of seasonal time series typically decay very slowly at regular lags and at multiples of the seasonal period m and the sample PACFs have a large spike at lag 1 and cut off to zero after lag 2 or 3. This behaviour usually suggests seasonal differences and regular differences to achieve stationarity. Therefore, for each seasonal times series (m > 1), in the case of ARIMA, twelve types of data are considered:
, first and seasonally difference log-transformed data (d = D = 1), and second and seasonally difference log-transformed data (d = 2, D = 1); higher orders of differencing are unlikely to make much interpretable sense and should be avoided [16] . In the case of ETS, two types of data are considered: raw data and log-transformed data. To be able to explore the forecasting capability of both modeling approaches, for each type of data, all possible ETS models (30 in total) and all ARIMA(p, d, q) × (P, D, Q) m models, where p and q can take values from 0 to 5, and P and Q can take values from 0 to 2 (324 in total), should be fitted. If the time series is nonseasonal (m = 1), then, in the case of ARIMA, six types of data are considered (raw data and log-transformed data with regular differencing up to second order differences) and 36 models (P = D = Q = 0) are fitted to each type; in the case of ETS models, the two types of data are considered (raw data and log-transformed data) and 10 models ("Seasonality"= N) are fitted to each type. To evaluate the forecast accuracy of each model considered, forecasts on a test set should be obtained. For this, the data must be split into a training set and a test set. The size of the test set can be typically about 20%-30% of the data set, although it can be less due to the small size of the sample. In fact, short time series are very common, and, in the case of retail sales, this is usually the case since older data are frequently useless or non-existent due to the changes of consumer demands. To avoid limiting the available data by removing a significant part to the test set and to be able to make multiple rounds of forecasts to obtain more reliable forecast accuracy measures, since the test set is usually small, time series cross-validation instead of conventional validation is performed for the model selection [22] . This procedure is based on one-step forecasts and uses different training sets, each containing one more observation than the previous one. The value of RMSE for each model is calculated averaging the one-step forecasts obtained. The model which has the lowest RMSE value and passes the Ljung-Box test using all the available data with a significance level of 5% is selected among all the ARIMA and ETS models considered. RMSE is used for model selection since it is more sensitive than the other measures to large errors. If the selected model fails the Ljung-Box test, the model with the second lowest RMSE value on the forecasts of the test set is selected, and so on. It should be mentioned that when models are compared using Akaike's Information Criterion or Bayesian Information Criterion values, it is essential that all models have the same orders of differencing and the same transformation [16] . However, when comparing models using a test set, it does not matter how the forecasts were produced, the comparisons are always valid even if the models have different orders of differencing and/or different transformations. This is one of the advantages of the cross-validation procedure used here-to be able to compare the forecasting performance of models that have different orders of differencing and/or different transformations. The other advantage of the cross-validation procedure used here is that it also tells how accurate the one-step forecasts can be. The procedure based on cross-validation to identify an appropriate state space model and an appropriate ARIMA model for a time series follows these steps:
1.
Raw data and log-transformed data (to stabilize the variance if necessary) are considered and for each one 
2.
The data set (y 1 , . . . , y T ) is split into a training set (y 1 , . . . , y N ) and a test set (y N+1 , . . . , y T ) (about 20%-30% of the data set) and time series cross-validation is performed to all ARIMA and ETS models considered in step 1 as follows:
(a) The model is estimated using the observations y 1 , . . . , y N+t and then used to forecast the next observation at time N + t + 1. The forecast error for time N + t + 1 is computed. 
3.
The model which has the lowest RMSE value and passes the Ljung-Box test using all the available data with a significance level of 5% is selected among all ETS and ARIMA models considered. If none of the fitted models passes the Ljung-Box test, the model with the lowest RMSE value is selected among all considered.
Empirical Study
In this section, the application of the model identification procedure described earlier is exemplified through a case study of retail sales of different categories of women's footwear from a Portuguese retailer.
Data
The brand Foreva (Portugal) was born in September 1984. Since the beginning, the company is known for offering a wide range of footwear for all seasons. The geographical coverage of Foreva shops in Portugal is presently vast as it has around 70 stores open to the public, with most of them in shopping centers. In this study, monthly sales of the five categories of women's footwear of the brand Figure 2 shows the sample ACF and the sample PACF for the five time series. It can be seen that the sample ACFs decay very slowly at regular lags and at multiples of the seasonal period 12 and the sample PACFs have a large spike at lag 1 and cut off to zero after lag 2 or 3 suggesting, possibly, seasonal and regular differencing. A logarithmic transformation might be necessary to stabilize the variance of some times series. In each case, the minimum size of the training set was specified from January 2007 to December 2010 (first 48 observations) while the test set was specified from January 2011 to April 2012 (last 16 observations). The state space model and the ARIMA model with the best performance in the cross-validation procedure were selected as the final models. To be able to compare the accuracies of the forecasts obtained with the ETS and ARIMA models selected by the cross-validation procedure developed, we also evaluated the forecasts from another three forecasting approaches: the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm which identifies and estimates ARIMA models, the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework which identifies and estimates state space models and the seasonal naïve method which was used as benchmark, despite simple forecasting methods being sometimes surprisingly effective. The Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm identifies an ARIMA model for a time series using the following procedure: first, the user must decide if a Box-Cox transformation should be used to stabilize the variance; then, for non-seasonal data, d is selected based on successive KPSS (Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin) unit-root tests [24] and, for seasonal data, D is set to 1 and then d is chosen by applying successive KPSS unit root tests to the seasonally differenced data; once d and D are known, the orders of p, q, P and Q are selected by minimising the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) using a step-wise algorithm: to start, four basic models are considered and the one with the smallest AIC value is selected; then, thirteen variations on this model are considered allowing p, q, P and Q to vary simultaneously by ±1. Whenever a model with a lower AIC value is found, it becomes the new "current" model, and this procedure is repeated. The process finishes when a model close to the current model with a lower AIC cannot be found. The Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework identifies an ETS model for a time series by selecting the one with the lowest AIC value among all possible ETS models. In the seasonal naïve method, each forecast is equal to the last observed value from the same season of the year (for monthly data, it is the same month of the previous year). Table 1 gives, for each time series, the forecast accuracy measures and the validation performance of each approach. The forecast error measures presented in Table 1 are defined in Section 2.3. The analysis was carried out using the statistical software R programming language (version R-3.3.2 for windows) and the specialized package forecast [25, 26] . To be able to compare the forecasting performance of our procedure with the forecasting performance of the other three forecasting approaches, a time series cross-validation based on one-step forecasts was applied to them. Beginning with 48 observations in the training set (data from January 2007 to December 2010) and finishing with 63, a new ARIMA model using the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm was identified in each step and used to forecast the next observation that is not in the training data. Then, error measures calculated from the 16 one-step forecasts were obtained. The same procedure was applied to the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework, i.e., a new ETS model was identified in each step of the time series cross-validation. In the case of the seasonal naïve method, in each step, the forecast of the next observation that was not in the training data was equal to the last observed value from the same month of the previous year. The Ljung-Box test using all of the available data was also performed for these three forecasting approaches and the p-values obtained are shown in Table 1 . Since there is no universally agreed-upon performance measure that can be applied to every forecasting situation, multiple criteria are therefore often needed to give a comprehensive assessment of forecasting models [4] . The RMSE, the MAE, and the MAPE are the most commonly used forecast error measures among both academics and practitioners [27] . We also consider the MASE in order to overcome some of the limitations of the MAPE. According to the results for this case study, our procedure to find an ARIMA model produces the most accurate forecasts when judged by the four most common performance measures RMSE, MAE, MAPE and MASE (with the single exception of MAPE for the Sandals time series). The RMSE, MAE and MASE produce the same accuracy ranking, with the exception for the Booties time series-when considering MAE, our procedure to find a state space model is more accurate than the seasonal naïve method, but when considering RMSE, the opposite happens, althoug,h according to MASE, both approaches have the same performance. The MAPE consistently ranks differently, which reinforces the impact that its limitations can have on the results. Our procedure to find a state space model and an ARIMA model consistently forecasts more accurately than the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework and the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm. The improvements in forecast accuracy over the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm are quite considerable: for Boots time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 65% and 70% smaller, respectively; for Booties time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 45% and 42% smaller, respectively; for Flats time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 29% and 22% smaller, respectively; for Sandals time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 69% and 67% smaller, respectively; for Shoes time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 36% and 32% smaller, respectively. The improvements in forecast accuracy over the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework are also significant: for Boots time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 23% and 20% smaller, respectively; for Booties time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 30% and 13% smaller, respectively; for Flats time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 11% and 7% smaller, respectively; for Sandals time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 48% and 33% smaller, respectively; for Shoes time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 34% and 35% smaller, respectively. Our procedure to find an ARIMA model also outperforms significantly the seasonal naïve method: for Boots time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 55% and 48% smaller, respectively; for Booties time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 1% and 11% smaller, respectively; for Flats time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 49% and 51% smaller, respectively; for Sandals time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 21% and 5% smaller, respectively; for Shoes time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 52% and 60% smaller, respectively. In general, our procedure to find a state space model also forecasts more accurately than the seasonal seasonal naïve method: for Boots time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 11% and 4% smaller, respectively; for Booties time series, the RMSE is 15% larger, but the MAE is 1% smaller and the MASE is equal; for Flats time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 47% and 44% smaller, respectively; for Sandals time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 19% and 47% larger, respectively; for Shoes time series, the RMSE and the MAE (MASE) are 49% and 56% smaller, respectively. The seasonal naïve model did not pass the Ljung-Box test in three of the five time series considering the usual significance level of 5%. Another observation that can be made from these results is that both transformation and differencing are important for improving ARIMA's ability to model and forecast time series that contain strong trend and seasonal components. The log transformation was applied to four of the five time series. With the exception of flats, all other time series were differenced: second-order differences were made in Sandals series and first differences were made in Boots, Booties and Shoes series. The Flats, Sandals and Shoes time series were seasonally differenced. Transformation seems not to be significant for state space models. Log transformation was made only on Shoes series.
Results
To see the individual point forecasting behavior, the actual data versus the forecasts from all approaches were plotted (see Figure 3) . The ARIMA Cross-Validation and ETS Cross-Validation models selected by our procedure are identified in the legend by ARIMA_CV and ETS_CV, respectively. The forecasts from the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework are identified in the legend by ETS_H-A. The forecasts from the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm are identified in the legend by ARIMA_H-K. In general, it can be seen that both ETS and ARIMA models selected by our cross-validation procedure have the capability to forecast the trend movement and seasonal fluctuations fairly well. As expected, the exceptional increase in the sales of flats observed in March and April 2012 was not predicted by the models that under-forecasted the situation. As mentioned in Section 2.3, one of the limitations of the MAPE is having huge values when data may contain very small numbers. The large values of MAPE for the Boots, Booties and Sandals time series are explained by this fact, since, during some periods, there are almost no sales (close to zero). 
Conclusions
A common obstacle in using ARIMA models for forecasting is that the order selection process is usually considered subjective and difficult to apply. Identifying an appropriate state space model for a time series is also not an easy task. In this work, a cross-validation procedure is used to identify an appropriate ARIMA model and an appropriate state space model for a time series. A minimum size for the training set is specified. The procedure is based on one-step forecasts and uses different training sets, each containing one more observation than the previous one. All possible ETS models and all ARIMA models where the orders are allowed to range reasonably are fitted considering raw data and log-transformed data with regular differencing (up to second order differences) and, if the time series is seasonal, seasonal differencing (up to first order differences). The value of RMSE for each model is calculated averaging the one-step forecasts obtained. The model which has the lowest RMSE value and passes the Ljung-Box test using all of the available data with a reasonable significance level is selected among all the ARIMA and ETS models considered. One of the advantages of this model identification procedure is to be able to compare models that have different orders of differencing and/or different transformations, which is not the case when models are compared using Akaike's Information Criterion or Bayesian Information Criterion values. The application of the model identification procedure is exemplified in the paper with a case study of retail sales of different categories of women's footwear from a Portuguese retailer. To be able to compare the accuracies of the forecasts obtained with the ETS and ARIMA models selected by the cross-validation procedure developed, we also evaluated the forecasts from another three forecasting approaches: the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm for ARIMA models, the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework for ETS models and the seasonal naïve method. According to the results, our procedure to find an ARIMA model produces the most accurate forecasts when judged by RMSE, MAE, MAPE and MASE. The RMSE, MAE and MASE produce the same accuracy ranking. The MAPE consistently ranks differently, which reinforces the impact that its limitations can have on the results. Our procedure to find a state space model and an ARIMA model consistently forecasts more accurately than the Hyndman and Athanasopoulos [16] statistical framework and the Hyndman and Khandakar [23] algorithm, and the improvements in the forecast accuracy are significant. Both transformation and differencing were important for improving ARIMA's ability to model. Transformation did not seem to be significant for accuracy for state space models. Large values of MAPE were found when data contained numbers close to zero, which shows the effect that the limitations of this accuracy measure may have on forecasting results.
